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ABSTRACT
This extended abstract summarizes the key technical results
from the authors’ previous article [9]. It describes the first
eight months of operation of a prototype rooftop greenhouse
located in Helsinki, Finland. This version adds experiences
from another five months, including the past winter. The
greenhouse is heated by exhaust heat harvested from a rack
of computer servers, while the servers are cooled by uncon-
ditioned outside air only.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.8 [Hardware]: Performance and Reliability; B.8.1 [Per-
formance and Reliability]: Reliability, Testing, and
Fault-Tolerance

General Terms
Human Factors, Experimentation, Measurement, Reliability

Keywords
Sustainable computing, cooling, empirical system reliability,
heat harvesting

1. INTRODUCTION
For the last ten years, one of the key efficiency optimiza-

tion problems in distributed systems has been the amount
of power drawn by large-scale data centers (DCs). In order
to cut down the energy required by thousands of servers,
much effort has been directed to improve not only the en-
ergy efficiency of the server hardware itself, but also the
surrounding infrastructure. As the cooling needs escalate
quickly with both the absolute number and relative energy
density of the servers, the engineering solution of just adding
more air conditioning units has been rightfully questioned.

In theory, an optimal data center is one that requires no
additional power for its cooling, including the removal and
dissipation of excess heat used by modern day semiconduc-
tors. But strictly speaking, this is not all that can be done.
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Some flagship DCs are already able to harvest the excess
heat and reuse it for the benefit of other installations. The
trick remains in finding a suitable target for the heat, as
currently available techniques make the conversion back to
electricity too inefficient.

We have been running a free air cooling experiment [6, 7]
continuously for the past three years to seek the limits of
using direct outside air for cooling. Two years ago, we set
out to extend our experiment by designing and constructing
a target for its exhaust heat. Over a year ago, we completed
our prototype greenhouse [9] which uses the harvested heat
to prolong the growing period of many edible plants.

Our experimentation follows the idea of so called micro
data centers [1, 2]. These data centers are designed to be
massively distributed and thus much smaller than current
DC installations. In the same vein, the micro data cen-
ters can be placed much closer to the clients, sidestepping
political and security issues preventing cloud-based compu-
tation. In an urban environment the optimal placement can
be costly in terms of space. Our solution for this problem is
the use of rooftop area, which in our case was designated as
technical space and left unused.

In 2012, we have been able to produce many edible plants,
including tomatoes and chili peppers. Our crops have been
used in the local university cafeterias as seasoning. During
2013, local student volunteers continue to operate the green-
house and will probably sell the chili peppers for the benefit
of their student association.

This extended abstract summarizes the key ideas and con-
clusions of our earlier work [9] published at the UrbaNe
workshop of ACM CoNEXT 2012. In Sect. 2 we describe
the research questions and construction decisions of our pro-
totype. Section 3 recounts some of the lessons learned so far
and projects what a much larger setup could accomplish.
Finally, Sect. 4 concludes this article.

2. HEATING A GREENHOUSE
The key contribution of the harvested exhaust heat in our

greenhouse is the prolonging of the growing period of the
plants into early spring and late autumn, or even winter.
As the feasibility of our approach is dictated by the local
climate, perhaps the closest related work comes from the
previously unrelated field of greenhouse production. Scien-
tists from the local universities and MTT Agrifood Research
Finland have experimented and calculated the energy re-
quirements for modern and future greenhouses [3–5]1. Their

1Although these articles are published in Finnish, to the



calculations include the heating requirements per square me-
ter of nearby greenhouses, which roughly match the heat
signature of our prototype (see Sect. 3.2 for details).

2.1 Heat source
In order to shield the servers from snow and rainwater

we employ an existing prototype chassis called the Helsinki
Chamber (HC) [6]. The HC is visible as a separate unit in
Fig. 1(a) and contains 14 servers in a 26U 19” rack. The
servers draw ca. 3.4–3.6 kW during normal operation, al-
most all of which turns to heat. Air intake and exhaust
chambers are separated, forcing the exhaust air to flow di-
rectly into the greenhouse.

Due to the limits of the local climate, the growing season
of plants is capped by the cold (nighttime) temperatures for
much of spring and autumn. In other words, there is enough
sunlight but the plants freeze to death. Thus, local green-
house operators have turned to using heaters in addition to
the greenhouse lamps. By calculating the amount of harvest
gained, this technique ends up being more energy-efficient
per kg than an unheated approach [4, 5].

2.2 Greenhouse construction
The major difficulty we had to solve was the weight of the

greenhouse. Due to local construction laws, any rooftop area
has to be built to withstand the maximum weight of snow
during pathological conditions. According to our building’s
construction blueprints, this translates to 630 kg/m2. Our
architects were concerned that the greenhouse would add too
much weight in combination with the snow, causing the roof
to collapse. As the greenhouse leaks excess heat through its
roof, snow falling on its roof melts. Thus, we gain the weight
difference, but must still design for a lightweight structure
due to the added weight of the plants and turf.

Our greenhouse is built with an unidirectional slanted roof
visible in Fig. 1. The greenhouse spans a floor space of 9.4
m2, while the total volume is only under 16 m3 due to the
modest height of the slanted roof. The roof is diagonal,
rising to 154 and 182 cm in the opposite sides. The sup-
porting frame is built using 2x4” and 2x2” boards covered
with 0.8 mm thick polycarbonate plastic wave sheets. The
inner walls are covered with 0.15 mm thick polyethen film,
forming an insulating air pocket between the double plastic
walls. Figure 1(a) shows the greenhouse without the inner
plastics, while Fig. 1(b) includes both layers. Currently, the
extra heating provided by the servers to our plants varies
between 362–383 W/m2.

3. LESSONS LEARNED
Predictably, the key problem for successful operation is to

retain enough heat during winter but ventilate it all during
summer. Our major design flaw was to construct traditional
doorways, as visible in Fig. 1(b), and not sliding panels. This
prevented us from using automated motors for the doorways,
as their wind area was just too large.

3.1 Sensors and ventilation
Our temperature sensor solution is custom-built and de-

tailed in [8]. For the last winter, our target was to maintain
a 10◦C indoor temperature to allow the plants to survive in a

best of our knowledge, they are the only articles covering
climate conditions similar to our greenhouse.

(a) Greenhouse during winter, direction south-east. The
HC is visible as a separate construction on the right-hand
side of the greenhouse. The ventilation shaft on the roof
was blocked before the greenhouse was built.

(b) Greenhouse during summer, direction north-west.

Figure 1: Exactum greenhouse during winter and
summer 2012, pictures taken from opposing direc-
tions.

suspended state. Unfortunately, we were unable to maintain
the target temperature during the coldest days of the year.
However, this is less of a problem than might seem, since
for optimum crop production the plants should be recycled
already after the first harvest.

With manually regulated doorways, we have been able
to separate the indoors-ambient temperature difference to
roughly three different plateaus. These plateaus correspond
to door configurations where both doors are either closed,
partially open, or fully open. The matching temperature
differences are ca. 20–25◦C, 10◦C, and 0–5◦C. Note that
the differences are calculated to an ambient sensor posi-
tioned in sunlight: differences to a shadowed ambient would
higher. Real-time and historical temperatures are avail-
able from http://wiki.helsinki.fi/display/Exactum5D/

Sensors. Further analysis of the temperatures has been
omitted both for brevity and due to the unique nature of
our installation. Individual changes in construction mean
that the results would not compare with other installations.

http://wiki.helsinki.fi/display/Exactum5D/Sensors
http://wiki.helsinki.fi/display/Exactum5D/Sensors


It must be emphasized that our prototype was experimen-
tal, and thus, far from optimal in both design and construc-
tion. Despite the conditions becoming ultimately deadly
for some of our plants, 14/23 did survive the first winter.
Most notably, the survivors include the chilies ‘Pimenta da
Neyde’, ‘Short Yellow Tabasco’, and ‘Aji Cristal’. In fact,
the last two still grew peppers in January 2013.

With more servers and sturdier insulation, a greenhouse
could be made operational throughout the year. The re-
maining problem then becomes the lack of sunlight during
the heart of winter. Recent advances in LED-based lighting
are starting to form an optimal complement to heat harvest-
ing, since LED lights emit much less excess heat as tradi-
tional growing lamps [10]. This forces greenhouse operators
seeking to save energy costs by using LED lights to require
other, additional heat sources.

3.2 Larger installations
By calculating the current yield of our prototype we can

now project some rough estimates on what a greenhouse
using a larger DC could produce. As mentioned above, lo-
cal greenhouse researchers [5] have estimated the heating
requirements for a greenhouse using LED-based lighting as
300–450 kWh/m2. This estimates a growing period from
February to October. Assuming equal sunlight and that
heating is required for only a fifth of May and September,
half of June, and none of July or August, this would trans-
late to an average power draw of 68–102 W/m2. Note that
as the sun does shine even during the colder months, the
heating load fluctuates over the average during the night,
and vice versa during the day. This causes the above calcu-
lation to underestimate the worst case for the heating. How-
ever, as our prototype’s heat signature is currently 362–383
W/m2, the servers can easily overprovide the requirements
even during the colder months. This adds some confidence
that harvesting heat remains feasible for larger greenhouses
with relatively fewer servers required.

If we would concentrate only on the most successful chili
peppers in our greenhouse, we could extend the yield from
ca. 500 to over 1800 chili peppers in our 9.4 m2 greenhouse.
In contrast to our power draw of 3.4–3.6 kW, the local CS
Dept.’s data center consumes ca. 80–110 kW during normal
and peak operations [6]. Currently all of the heat is wasted,
as it is radiated into the air by a cooling tower located in
the vicinity of the greenhouse.

If we could harvest a conservative 80% of the larger DC’s
waste heat, we could heat up a similarly or better con-
structed greenhouse of ca. 177–230 m2. Thus, using the
available heat we could grow roughly 34,500–44,800 chili
peppers. Last year, one of our most successful chilies was
the Capsicum annuum ’Aji Cristal’. In September 2012 the
local market price for Aji Cristal produced in Finland was
92.50 euro per kg, or roughly an euro per chili pepper.

Finally, as the heat produced is pretty constant, the ex-
haust must in due time be vented from the greenhouse. Af-
ter that, the heat could still be reused in a district heating
network, to heat local buildings or water reservoirs, or melt
snow in the harshest climates.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this extended abstract, we have summarized the key re-

search questions, construction materials, and lessons learned
from our prototype greenhouse described more thoroughly

in our previous work [9]. We have demonstrated the feasibil-
ity of extending the growing period of plants using harvested
server exhaust heat. While the prototype was only a proof-
of-concept installation, projections into larger setups seem
promising from both sustainable and economical perspec-
tives, encouraging further experimentation.

Interested readers are encouraged to visit our web site at
https://wiki.helsinki.fi/display/Exactum5D/Public.
The site includes a time-lapse construction video, public gal-
leries of the growing periods 2012–2013, and a timeline of
recent events. The greenhouse is also open to public dur-
ing the opening hours of the Exactum building housing the
Department of Computer Science.

The greenhouse will continue to operate with the help of
volunteer workers in 2013, and has succeeded in raising pub-
lic awareness of the efficiency of data centers. In 2012 articles
about the greenhouse were published in some of the major
newspapers in Finland. Future work could concentrate in
extending the reuse of waste heat in much larger environ-
ments, as rural DCs combine well with larger greenhouse
sites.
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